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5 Packaging designs references 
in PET, RPET, PP, HDPE



By using one stage and two stage ISBM technologies, we ensure all possibili�es to offer a 
wide range of highest quality PET products for various applica�ons. Latest produc�on 
technologies let us be flexible and ensure custom solu�ons for our clients.

Every product is unique, therefore, requires a custom look. It is our top priority to go extra 
mile and meet all specific needs of our clients. Together we build a�rac�ve, bespoke 
designs that bring your products to life.

Plas�kse is focusing on manufacture and supply of PET packaging for cosme�cs, alcohols, 
beverages, food products, pharmaceu�cals, chemicals etc. We are offering standard and 
individual designed packaging, in wide volume and weight range, different shapes, neck 
finishes, screen prin�ng decora�on on closures and bo�les, customize color match.

Just in �me supply 
Adjustable recipes of Virgin and Recycled PET
Customized colormatch
Customized molds
Screen Prin�ng decora�on of bo�les, jars and caps
Customized palle�zing of products (on trays, in boxes, in PE bags, adjusted heigh and 
different types of pallets)



We strive to minimize any adverse impact to our environment during produc�on, storage, 
transport, usage, and recycling and be Zero CO2 emissions company.

We use servo latest technologies offered by top leading companies 

We are u�lizing 100% Green Energy from renewable resources such as wind parks, 
hydropower and own solar panel sta�on built on the roof of our buildings.

Capacity:

400 kW

Reduction:

C02

159 t. yearly

Type:

Rooftop

Our company is cer�fied according to Food Safety System Cer�fica�on FSSC 22000:2018 
and Management System ISO 9001:2015

Thanks to modern measuring equipment and an in-house laboratory for product tes�ng, 
we can guarantee compliance with all legal product safety requirements applicable to 
primary food packaging.

ISO 9001



Products Categories and Applications

ALCOHOL

LQ-Liquors

SUPPLEMENTS

CHEMICAL

CH-Chemical

COSMETIC

CS-Cosmetic FM-Foamers

FOOD PRODUCTS

BV-Beverage MJ-Milk&Juices HT-Hot Fill

OL-Oil SS-Souces&Dressings

CAP-Caps & Closures

PH-Pharmaceutical

CN-Cans

FOOD & COSMETICS

JR-Jar



EXPERTS IN PET BOTTLES


